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Breaking News!
Marlow-Hunter has placed its entire back catalog of Hunter documentation online.

NOW is the time to check this out.

(OK, maybe after the holidays, but do not miss this.)

The detailed owner's manual for your Hunter is , along with detailed model-

specific wiring diagrams, tech bulletins, instructions for operations, third-party

equipment manuals, etc.. Download, and you'll have a reference copy for you and

anyone else who works on your boat.

Click  to get to it.

View this email in your browser
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Failure to Antipate
Years ago I read a Seattle Times article  in which the  writer described a bird

building a nest in the rain gutter of his house. He called the bird’s behavior  “A

classic example of a failure to anticipate.”  The concept of ‘failing to anticipate’

has intrigued me ever since.  It is as much a philosophy for living in the moment

(finding the balance between safety and risk taking), as it is basis for planning

ahead (being prepared).

We will leave the philosophical question for future discussion in the cockpit of

someone’s boat while quietly at anchor, beer or glass of wine in hand, sun

slipping behind the silhouette of an island somewhere. But I think the concept

applies to Better Boating.

So let’s start this issue by talking about anticipating systemic failures. My

suggestion that we begin with the engine and drive systems of our SAILboats

will likely come as no surprise to most.

The sad reality is that for most of the cruising we do, our boats are primarily

power boats. (Ouch! There, I said it.)  In my opinion, that makes the most likely

system failure something related to the engine and drive system.

The goal of Better Boating is to help you enjoy your time on the water. Some

people enjoy working on their boats at least as much as they enjoy sailing

them. Others will work on their boat when it’s required to keep them sailing.

Others may just want to know when they should be concerned enough to call

someone in to perform the fix or maintenance.

The common thread here is knowing your boat. You don't have to know



everything about it, just enough to increase your enjoyment of her.

For example, you may not have the knowledge or ability to change your boat’s

fuel filter. But when you know that doing so is part of routine maintenance, as

well as knowing the possibility exists that water or other contaminants could

find their way into your fuel system, and require a non-routine fuel filter change,

you know enough to carry  the right replacement filter and tools aboard your

boat. Someone else can help you change the fuel filter. It’s more about what

you know than what you are able to do yourself.

John Hilton

s/v New Shoes

Stuart and Linda Scadron-Wattles and I recently attended the Cruisers College

“Hands-On Diesel” course taught at the Skagit Valley Community College

training facility in Anacortes.  The day long, hand-on course was well worth the

$150  price of admission.  Better Boating will no doubt be passing on in future

postings more of the valuable information we learned, but here are few pearls

of wisdom we couldn’t wait to share on the topic of essential engine items we

need to know:

•    Electrical issues will prevent your engine from starting

•    Fuel related issues will make your engine stop running

•    Overheating and/or lack of maintenance will destroy your engine

Preventative maintenance is key – the best place to perform maintenance is at

the dock!

We also learned about two key pieces of equipment for our engine systems.

Photos and descriptions of those key pieces of add-on equipment

I chose the raw water impeller replacement as the first tech tip because it is the

mechanical device most likely to be subjected to the hand of fate.  Even a

brand new impeller is just one clogged raw water strainer away from failure.

 Even if you are prudent, and clean your strainer every time before starting your

engine, a piece of kelp or a fish can still lodge in the raw water intake, causing

the raw water pump to run dry and the impeller to fail.

This tech tip will offer some thoughts on regular maintenance as well as some

ways to catch a raw water impeller failure in the making.

HAPS Tech Tip

Here’s a link to the raw water impeller replacement tip.

Back to the Index



Racor Vacuum Gauge

Racor RK23284 T-Handle

Replacement Vacuum Gauge Kit

(Fisheries P/N RAC RK 23284 - $60)

Diesel fuel encounters resistance in

the form of a vacuum when passing

through the primary fuel filter.  As

that filter becomes more clogged

with debris from the dirty fuel, the

resistance increases. When the

resistance reaches a critical point the

fuel pump cannot deliver adequate

fuel, and the engine stops running.

 The vacuum gauge

registers/records the amount of

vacuum encountered during

operation, and lets us know when it

is time to change the filter. (The

gauge will only fit Racor housings

with the T-Handle: you’ll need to

check your primary fuel filter housing

before ordering a gauge.)

Aqualarm Exhaust Sensor and

Alarm panel

Aqualarm exhaust manifold

overheating alarm (Fisheries P/N

AQA 20245 - $65) or Amazon

This exhaust manifold overheating

alarm seems to me to be one of the

most valuable pieces of equipment

we can install on our boats.  The

engine water temperature

gauge/idiot light is monitoring the

coolant water temperature, and will

sound when the engine has already

overheated. The exhaust manifold

temperature alarm is monitoring the

temperature of the exhaust entering

the muffler, and is thus much more

responsive to a spike in temperature.

It will alert us to a problem before the

engine has overheated. The

Aqualarm system includes a sensor

and a panel monitor with alarm. The

early warning  it provides may be

enough to enable to you to save your

engine from damage.

Two places to talk it out with each other, on
HunterOwners.com
We have two discussions you can join:

This one is about equipment, specifically, 

 The assumption is that wherever you breakdown,

there's a shop and maybe haul-out within a five-hour sail. What engine

spares do you carry to keep you and your boat out of trouble?

1. 

Let's Talk About It!

engine spares for Inshore and

Coastal Cruising.



!

Tell us about how having a specific spare

engine part on board saved your cruise.

1. 

 to tell us your story or read one from another HAPS member!

Aqualarm exhaust sensor and panel
; 

Fisheries Supply sell these separately.
Racor fuel filter vacuum gauge

You may wish to check to make sure that this vacuum gauge will fit your Racor

filter model set-up.

There are several ways to involve your regular crew in making sure that your

engine operation is safe.

One way would be to assign crew the task of ensuring that there is water flow

from your exhaust by looking and listening for the splash every time that you

start the engine.

Another way is to have your crew learn what you do as an engine check when

you are starting it up for the day. Most instructors use this generic check

acronym: COBS

Coolant- check level on expansion tank

Oil- check level on dipstick

Belts- check that tension allows for no more than 1/2" of play

Seawater- check that thruhull is open, and strainer is clean.

You may have your own additions to this, but whatever you do, make your

crew's tasks simple and easy to remember so that they could perform them

while under stress, if necessary.

Click here to discuss engine spares now

This one is asking for stories: 

Click here

Back to the Index

Where to Find It.

Aqualarm panel Aqualarm sensor

At Fisheries Supply

Back to the Index

Involving the Crew

Back to the Index
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